Soar Along With Mentor’s Aerospace & Aviation Leaders

Ohio is the birthplace of aviation, with native sons Orville and Wilbur Wright’s invention of the airplane in 1903. Ohio and the City of Mentor continue this aerospace legacy as global leaders in aircraft engine parts manufacturing, repair, and aviation research & development.

Mentor’s cluster of aerospace manufacturers is impressive, employing over 1,800 skilled full-time workers.

Northeast Ohio is home to the NASA Glenn Research Center and many of the world leaders in aviation.

TOP MENTOR AEROSPACE & AVIATION COMPANIES

• Parker Hannifin Gas Turbine Fuel Systems Division
• PCC Airfoils
• Component Repair Technologies (CRT)
• NHVS, Inc.
• PAKO
• Mold Masters International
• Core-Tech

Contact us today to learn more about why Mentor is the ideal location for your operations.
Bond With Our Industry Leaders

Mentor, Ohio’s status as a global community in the polymer and specialty chemical industries is poised for continued growth. The development of Ohio’s Utica and Marcellus shale offers significant advantages to the polymer and chemical industries, such as desirable proximity to customers and access to low cost natural gas and natural gas liquids. World leading research is conducted at the nearby University of Akron’s Polymer Science and Engineering School. The Mentor area is also home to research and development centers from major companies such as Lubrizol and Goodyear.

TOP MENTOR POLYMER & SPECIALITY CHEMICAL COMPANIES

- PolyChem
- Henkel / OSI
- ACO Polymer Products
- Universal Plastics
- Royal Plastics
- Clark Rubber & Plastics
- Orbis

Contact us today to learn more about why Mentor is the ideal location for your operations.
Every Manufacturer Needs a MENTOR

Advanced Manufacturing is our City’s core strength and continues to drive our local economy by revolutionizing the way the world makes products. With a diverse portfolio of industries, and over 11,000 skilled workers in aerospace, biotechnology, automotive, polymers & plastics, and component parts suppliers, Mentor is well positioned to continue to outpace the U.S. in manufacturing growth.

Mentor is known for its modern manufacturing facilities, located in 10 industrial parks with easy access to interstate highways, air and rail service, and the Cleveland Port. Many of our advanced manufacturers specialize in difficult-to-machine metals and material processing, serving high tolerant industries such as aerospace, military, medical device, energy, and turbines.

TOP MENTOR ADVANCED MANUFACTURING COMPANIES

- STERIS Corporation
- PCC Airfoils
- Air Power Dynamics
- Lincoln Electric
- WiseCo Piston
- Buyers Products
- Parker Hannifin
- Eye Lighting International
- Libra Industries

Contact us today to learn more about why Mentor is the ideal location for your operations.
Find a Healthy Bottom Line in MENTOR

Mentor is home to world leaders in biomedical related technology and devices. STERIS Corporation was founded in Mentor, Ohio in 1985 and is now a global leader in infection prevention, contamination control, surgical and critical care technologies, and more.

Internationally recognized clinical research institutions, including the Cleveland Clinic, University Hospitals and Case Western Reserve University, provide Mentor biomedical companies a world-class platform for research, design, and innovation.

The newly opened Global Center for Health Innovation showcases healthcare innovations, education, and commerce through a state-of-the-art medical convention center located 20 minutes from Mentor in downtown Cleveland. Tenants include GE Healthcare, Philips Healthcare, Siemens, Cardinal Health, STERIS Corporation, and other global healthcare firms. From medical device manufacturing to drug design, Mentor, Ohio is a global partner in biomedical advancement.

TOP MENTOR BIOMEDICAL COMPANIES

- STERIS Corporation
- US Endoscopy
- Frantz Medical
- Astro Medical Devices
- WS Tyler
- SourceOne Healthcare
- Volk Optical
- North American Coating Labs

Contact us today to learn more about why Mentor is the ideal location for your operations.